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1. Introduction; Agenda of 1r1r-interaction 

At present, the stringent knowledge of 1r1r-interaction is well understood to be of 
! ' • ' . ' 

fundamental value in its own right as well as for the reliable treatment of the various 
; ' . ' . ' . 'f, . ; . -~ ~ . ' " _, 

phenomena, where pionic degr~es of freedom prove to be substantiaL. _Pi~~- bei.ng the , 

lightest and, p~operly speaking, simplest. among strong-int~racting, p~rtid~~' a~ in~~;r; 
' ' ' ·- . • ! ; • ~ . ~ • .• 

into the pion-pion interaction spreads the way to visualization of the main features of 
-. . ·. . ~- . 

hadron interactions in general, and in all their immense complexity [l-5]. At the s~me 

time, the pion-pion interactions are bound to be ~llowe~ for in_ describing the hot and 

dense hadronic systems abundant in pions which are known t~ be produced in colliding 

heavy ions [6] at high en~ugh incident, ene;gi,es·, th~ baryon ~umb~r b~ing r~th~/~~gligible 
' ' .. - \ " - '< . . 

when compared with the number of genuine 'mesons. Even so, in treating the nuclear .. ''" _,, . -

matter at large density and temperature, the phenome!la no11-linear_in meson fields, that 

is the meson-meson interactions, are realized to play a crucial role, especially when the 
. . ' . . .:; ,, :_i· ' l ·- . -

feasible phase transitions caused by the softening of the mesonic degrees of freedom are 
,· •'-' . . .· ... ' .. - . . ' . 

investigat~d [7]., Thus, to repose full.confidenct; in, the adequacy of our perception of 
,; !• ·' • ·-

such systems behaviour, the pion-pion interaction must be PfOp~rly accounted_ for, ,in 

particular, when calculating the respective thermodynamic charact~ristics. Thereby, in 
. ' . -- --- ' .. ; ; . : ~ ':.: ' 

all the cases, we must certainly conceive the pion-pion interaction. to be provided by 
'. • • ; • • • .'· • • ~ '.' ·: ': ] '. • : 1 i - > ' ' '; 

well specified trustworthy lagrangian, but not in the least simply just by the .pion-pion 
. • ,· .•·. -' - ·;.,,~· <·,· • 

scattering lengths. 

Nowadays, in the lack of the pion interactions description strictly worked out from the 

first principles, we are in possession ofthe pion-pion interacti~n lagrangians [1-5] which 

are thought to be as good as effective, obtained in the framework of some plausible models, 
' ' ' . . ' ' -~ . ~ . '·). ' , i ' :: .. ; ... • I 

QCD:motivated at best. Consequently, there is to appeal to the experimental investiga-. 
. ' . '• . ' . ' • . ' ' ' ' ' . ' ' " .I ••.• ' ~ ' ; . : ( '., 

tions from.which the reliable information about the 7r7r:iriter.aCtion can be djs,e_ntallgle1. 

Then, confronting theTesults of experimental data processing and_thC?ret!cal,falculati~n~, 

we can test the validity, of a certain 1r1r-interaction description and subsequently improve 
' .·. . .. ' . . . -. ·-{ ,; .. ··.(;, ·: . ,., .. 

the latter. 

Up to now, the trustworthy cognizance concerning the 1r1r-interadion -h~_beeii ac

quired, strictly speaking; solely from the analysi~ofthe data o~tained in th~ ilf_ ;-+ nN 

reaction. which was stu.die<i for the Hrst time as. far back as in 1965_ [8] ne~r th~ th.res~~ 

old (e,.. ~ 200,- 300 MeV) and afterwards for m<l;Ilifold_incident pion, energies? ,up,.to 

G,,::·~·· ···".. ., . ., l. ""'·~~~tali';" Il .. kn il:;:tlil'JT 
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e:., ~ 1 - 2 GeV ·as 'weir( see, for instance, (9; 10]). The re~ults of'profound processing 

these ~xperimental data carried out in the series of investigations [9-11] make us visualize 

th~t the effective lagrangians asserted in (1-3f are thou~ht to be e~pedient to describe 
, ...•. ' . 'f • , ' 

the ~1r~interaction, at least at low and middle pion energies, E:., ~ m". Unfor,tun~tely, 
the m:tavoidable involvement of strong pi~n-nucleon i~teractions in 'such ~ pro~ess puts 

a bound to the attainable reli~bility ~f the p~re 7r7r~interaction descriptioh because, on ' 

on~ hand, it is as go~d as impossible to get rid of the strong 1r N-interaction effect 'in the 
• ~. ·:"1 ~' ' :. 

experimental measurements, and, on the other hand, one will scarcely maintain that a 

theoreticai ~alculation ~an r~fine unambiguousl/the 7r~~interactio{i' {;om the iN interac- , 

tions in the treat~ent of the reacti~n 7r N ~ ~; N 0 Thu;, uie' f~~ther devel~p~eritof the 

n-l~teractio~ des~ription by ~eans of th~ fa~ r'rlbre co~plex effective iag~angians (4, 5], 

or ~~y be according t~ othei approaches (see, for insta~c~~ [1'2]),~ caii~ for new experi-
~ ' ' ., ~ '' . ' '; - ' , .-:: ' ; ' '. ' ' ) ' 

ments. For that matter, at first thought, the I<.4:decay,'J<-:.... ve1r1r, (13] might appear 

to b~fruitful tole~rn directly. the p~re' ~~-intera~ti(ni o~cu~~ing in the final state, but 

on~ should realize that th~ semi-lept~nic-decay v~~t~x its~lf is not concisely known, the 

strong interactions bei~g i:Up!icatecl therei~ ~ ~~i{;;nd needs to be approved in its own 

right [14]. Thus, as yet, the reaction ~ N ~ ''i·ir'/v''Via~ and remains, ~a ~atter of fact, 

the 'u~ique source of the dat~ to 'check 6\ii-~6n:cept of the n-interaction.' •. 

I~- the, light' of th"e af~resaid, 'ihe ad~e·~~ fJf the exp~ri~ents dealing with the pure 

7r1r-interaction, 'without the,imposition ~£other strong (or 'weak)' interaeti~ns, proves to 

be extremely desirable. 

2. Pionium. treatn;1ent up to· now. 

Long ~ince, the inquiry into th~ p~operties of the 1r+1r- bound state, pionium, have 

b~en understo~d bf being very i;~tr~ctive to study the pure n-inter~ction, free of effect 

ofariy other strong or weak interaCtions (15]. The feasible ~easurement: ofthe pionium 

lifetime having oeen first considered in the: e~rly investigati~ns' (15],. the setting up of 

the corresponding experiments has b'eeri elaborated profoundly in Ref~;· (16; 17], and the 

respective investigations are for now already under way (17], the results are liable to arrive 

in the nearest future. 
<:-, 

Pionium typifies the bi'iund hadron systems which owe their origin to electromagnetic 

intent2tion's:'biit 'whose decay is; as a m<itter of fact, caused by strong interactions. All 

the time ago,' as far back as in' 1954, the h'andy semiquantitative approach to treat such 
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systems was set oui [18]. with t lw st roi1g int <"!'action correct io;;~ to the eh~rgy Ic\·els . 

and wan· functions (lf'tlw ;r-at om. til(• ;r-]> bonml state. as ,,:ell ~s :the transition rate 

;r-]> -+ 1r0 N being <"Xpn·ssPd through til<' free pion-!J';J~leon' icattcring' lengths af and 

tlw ;r-at om wa\·,; fn'1iction at tlw ol·igin ._·.(o): lleno, 1', Lindices 'denote ,·arions isotopic 

and angular states. Subsc;jm·nt.ly.' follo\,·iilg this method. the pioniun~ lifetime (i:e. th~ 

;rt ,.- --> ;r0 ;r0 r<"act ion rate-) in the ground state was a~sertP~l in Hefs:: [15] to bt> thP 

~imple plain function 

Hi" J2::,111l ":__ r•212··11i·(OW -1 __ -- a
0 

''O 
T - !) 111 

(1) 

of the .s-wave ;r;r-scat.teriug kngths ag, a~: th<• pionium wav~· function ~t; the origin ~·(0). 

ami til<' mass di!fe~:enn• ~Ill = m- 111 1, 111 lwiug charged pi?n mass. Thus, if t,lw original 

approach of Ref. (IS] h,ad been strictly valid in the pionium case, all\\'!' need to preci~ely 

cakulatc the pi onium lifetinw would han• l)('cn the exact. v~hws of t h<' quantities la8-
a~l, 11/•(0)I, and _t.m. It. is t.o tak<' cogni-.ance of the fact that. only tlw dilfPr<'nce of the 

. ··' ., ' ' ' :: _, ', 

scattering lengths would have conu• into picture. n•ganlless of the complete form of the 
. ,. ' ' ' .. ' . ; ;; 

genuine 1!"1!"-interaction. This is due t.o the main original presumption of tl](' approach 

of Ref. [18] that irrcspecti_ve to the JrJr-int.eraction form the cakulation of probability of 
' ,. . .. 

the pionium dec~y into two 1r0 is quite ~quiva.l<·nt to tlw calculation of the annihilation 

probability of a free pair 7r+7r- }Vith -.ero momenta into two 1r
0

, 7r+;r- --> ;r0 ;r0
• with th<' 

. . ' . ' . . ' - ' . " ' ~ ' . ' - : . ' ' ~ 

initial density of states being not· the density of states of fre<' particles. but. the density of 
' ;· ; • 1 

states of the pa.rticlf's in the bound state• of pionium 11/·(0)12
• llp to now. the authors of 

·; . 
all thP succeeding invest.igations (I!) -26] have been taking for granted that the pionium 

• I -: 

lifetime formula (I) as assert<•d accohling to (18] in Hef. [15] holek trnestrictly. and all 

the efforts were devott•d t.o.acquire somehow the precise values of til<' quantiti<•s ai.t'•(O). 

with the pure point-like Coulomb nonrclativistic t/•(0) va.lnt•;uul thP free particle· sntt.terinr; 

length~ ai values gained accor~ling t.o H<'fs. (1·:·1] being assumed as a starting point. in all 

the calculations. The;!, tl;erc was to caknla.t<' tll(' ~·m:r<•et,im;s·t.o that. ~'·(O),~·alne. <'SJH'<·ially 

due to strong int••ra.ct.ions, and simultaneously t.h<' a{-ni<>difka.t.ions on acnnmt of st ronr; 

and elcctroma.gnetic·i·ntera;·tions in the conple~l7r0 ir1;,-?r+~- c;taml<'ls.· : 

In s<•vcra.l investigations (l!J ·2·1] vari<~ns dft•d.ivc·pi>tent.ials wen• ;nanagt·d to de~nilw 

this strong Jrlr-interaction. Til<' most profound c~kul~tions within -~,;:.h ~; ;>ol<•nt ial ap·· 
,I 

proadt W<'r<' <"arried out in Hd. (21] a11<l especially in (22]. when• t.ll<' afon·sai<l correct ions 

wet:<' thoroughly calculated in tl1<; fmnwwork of tll<' moddof the t \\'o-t·ham.H'ls ;rn;rn, ';:-+.,.-

3 



system, with the effective range approximation being uscd,to account for the strong pion

pion interaction. Thereby, once an effective radius is chosen (equal in both channels), 

the strong potentials in the ~hannels arc determined merely just by the corresp~nding 

scattering lengths ar In such a calculation, the electromagnetic corrections arc due the 

different masses of the pions in the different channels along with the Coulomb int!!raction 

imposition in the 11":11"- channel. The coupled Schrodingcr equations determining the pi

on wave functions in the coupled channels having been solved, the corrected, generalized 

scattering lengths, as well as the appropriately corrected .,1'{0) values are obtained, which 

must be substituted in the original formula (1)' for T to acquire its eventual corrected 
i'.i . ·' - ' . ,_, ': ., ' ,, ' . . 

value. The scrutiniied corrections to ·ar values (and to ,P(O) sa well) proved to amount 

ilo' ~ore than a few percents, being sullstailtially-less than the unc~rtainties in the ~~r 
predictions f~ll~wing from Ref. (4], ak the '~nthors ~f (22] have in~c~red: 

Unlike the effective potential appro~ch of the Refs. (19-24], the investigation (25] 

utili~ed the Be~he-Soipeter equation to allow for the effect of str~ng i~t~r~~tions' on the 

;p(O) vaiue in the pionium lifetime (1) (via the pionium eigenstate en~rgy,shift D.E), th~ 
;·; -! ·. ' . ' ' . .lh< 

corrections proving to be rather negligible. 

.Ther (1) value modification ~n account of pionium ~~lativi~tic t~~atment, especially 
. ' • ' • . • ' • • ' • ' ' . ' J ' \ ~ • • ' ' 

the allowance for the retardation effect in the 7r+ 71"- electromagnetic interaction, has been 
. ~ ' 

found __; 1% in Ref. (26]. Thereby, the scattering lengths differe~ce' ~g- a6 was p~esu~ed 
~~ re~der,tlw

1 

t~tal strong 'interadtion responsible ~f t~~ 7r+~- ~ '-n-01r0 tr~~sitio~, likewise 
• . I r ·- .•. r, . 

i~ all' the aforecited investigati~ns (19-24], in spite oft;~ati~g th~ reta;dation ~ffe.~t in 

~he
1 

;+;- system which impli~s the 7r+7r- ~clative velocity t'a'h~ ~~·mparable with light 

velocity c. 

. Profound as are all the afore dis~uss~d calculation~ ~f the' quantiti~~ a'{;, 1/;(0), we ought 
';, I' ' , ' -~ ,' : 'Yi~:; 

to realize that the expres~ion (1) by itself~ in so far as .it originates from the very plausible, 

b~t semiquantitative approach (18], is, properly speaki~g, as ~~~d as ~emiquantitative in 

its turn. But this does no~ mean to say that any results obtained according to t~e 

method set out in Ref. (18] must be regarded as untenable and scarcely able to describe 
I . . 

experimental data with high enough accuracy. There is to visualize that the validity and 
. ' ; ; ' ~ ' ' . ' " ' ' ' 

accuracy of this very appro;1ch are caused crucially by the form of the gentline strong 

interaction inducing the bound hadronic system decay in each certain treated case. The . . ~ ' " \ . ' ' 

very germ of the idea set forth in Ref. (18] makes. us comprehend that the appr~>ach of 

4 
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(18] itself will hold true with high precision, if the hadron-hadron. interaction is as· good 

as point-like· and· constant, especially momentum-independent,· which is· thought to 1be 

well acceptable for the P1r- -interaction in the s-state in (18], but not in the least for the 

71"71"-inhiractions asserted and used in Refs. [1--4, 9-12].· Consequently, since the pionium 

properties are studied, we must refrain from purs'\ling the way paved in Ref. (18] and 

abandon, in turn, the handy expression·(!) for the pionium lifetime. 

3. Interactions inducing the pionium d~cay into two 1r
0 

According to our lights, the general aim of the theoretic~! investig'ations of the pionium 

lifetime is to visualize whether ~ certain form of the i7r:interaction is eligible to provide 

the experimental T valu~. In the work ;resented;'we set .oiit the cal~ulation of 7-, with 

the 71"1!"-interaction being determined by the Weinberg lagrangian ac~ording.to Refs. [l-

3]. The probability of two~ photon pionium annihilation, 7r+7r- -; .2,, being practically 
' ) ~ . ' . ·. . ~ . . 

negligible when compared with the decay probability due to the strong interaction, will 

not be discussed henceforth. 

We treat pionium as the ~eforehand prepared 7r+7r- bound state which is stable when 

the strong interaction of pion fields is turned off. The coupling of this state, the pionium 

field, to the charged (complex) pioiL field is implemented via the,virtual decay of the7r+7r

bound state ID>. >, pionium or di-meson, ~nto a free 11"+11"- pair : 

11"+ + 11"- <- ID>. > (2) 

In our nowaday consistently nonrelativistic approach, we presume that the formation of 

the initial 7r+7r- bound ~tate "IV>. ::> is caused by pure-instant~neous potential interac

tion U(yl, Y2), where YI. Y2 are the spatial coordin'ates 'of the 7r+(yl, t), .f'-(y2, t) mesons 

composing the pioniu.m, the time coordinates coinciding. Accordingly, the verte~ operat~r 

Cv = -[1r+(y1, t)1r-(y2, t) + 1r-(yi, t)1r":{y2, t)]F(y1, Y2, t), 

F(YI.Y2,t) = I:lc>..:F>.(YI. Y2, t) + c! .f\(YI. Y2, t)] 
>. 

~ \ 

~~IV,> 
7f-~ 

(3) 

(4) 

renders the virtual pi onium state ID>. > decay into a free 7r+7r- pair. Here, 1r±(y, t) are 
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the charged pion field operators, whereas F(y1,y2, t) stands for the pionium field, the 

quantities cA, c{being the pionium production and distr;;ction operators in the state A. 

So far as the interaction U(y~,y2 ) is instantaneous, the operators of all the fields in (3, 

4) act at the same time point t: In our calculations, the common relations are adopted 

1r+(x) = ~(7rt(x) + i1r2(x)), 1r-(x) ~ -(1r+(x))*, 1r0(x) ~'11'3 (_x)-, 
v2_ _ _ , _c .. 

11'+(x) = L _l_[ape-i'•v+Px_+ bte;'•v-Px], 
_.,, p~ - --_ .. (5) 

with the operator ap destructing 1r+ -meso!l and bt producing 11'--meson. The vertex 

functions FA(y~,y2 , t) in (4) and thecorresponding pi onium eigenenergies EA in the states 

A _are well know~ (see, for instance, Refs. [27, 28]) to be'determined by the homogeneous 

Bethe-Solpeter equation 

FA(Y~> Y2, t) = U(y1,Y2) · j dt' j dy~ j dy~D(yt - y;)D(y2 - y;)FA(y~, y;, t'), 

Y~o = Y;o = t', 

where 
: . 1 d4 k . eikx 

· D(x) = i(2i)4 j p _ m2 + io 

(6) 

(7) 

is the usual pion propagator. In the presumed non~relativistic approach, the vertex func

tion FA(YI>Y2, t) proves to be reduced as follows (see, for ii).Stance, Refs.· [27, 28] and also 

[29]) 

FA(Yt,Y2, t) =-iN. U(Yt,Y2). <l>A(Yl.Y2, t), (8) 

where <I>A(y1, y 2, t) is the non: relativistic 11'+11'.- system wave function. The function FA 

being determined by_.the homogeneous equation (6), the normali~ation factor N emerges 

in (8) whose calculation we defer for a while (Sec. 4). The w,ave function eh(yt,y2,t) of 

such a nonrelativistic system is known (see, for instance, [30]) to be the product 

<l>A(Yt, Y2, t) = .Pnt(z) · Wp(R) · e-itE', EA =2m+ p
2 

+ C:nt, A= (nl, P) 
· 4m·. 

of the depending on the center of mass coordinate R = (y1 + y 2)/2 wave function 

1 iRP 
l!lp(R) = -J21I).e 

(9) 

(10) 

of the free motion of the two-pion system as a whole with the total momentum P, and 

the intrinsic pionium wave function .Pnt(z) depending on the relative 11'+11'- coordinate 

6 
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z = Yt - Y2· Tlw fuitctions t/•,t simultaueously with the pionium energy" levels Ent are 

del<'t"llliued by the Schrodiuge•r equal ion [:lO] 

- _!_\721\,t(z) + l'(zJv,t(z) = E,t~'nt(z) (11) 
111 

with thP rc!Pvaut boundary condit ious at·:; ~ 0,:; --> cc:' Her<' m = 1:39.57JJ cF -is the 

;r±-mesmt mass [:ll] . We utilize the ,units -c = h = 1. For the ptlrc•-C'oulomb poigt-like 

inte·ractiott'' 

(1(:::) = -~ ~ '>.' ,.p ' i. (12) 

tlte• ground state waYe' function li·w _ \". j;ropc·rl_y ii~n;t~li;.~,J. an'd energy Stu s are 

k!;;;wn [30] to be 

~·(.:) = _I (;0 ~-v2c-="f2, s=-mo2'· "!· 

·1 • (1:1) 

where a= mn and 2/a is thP "Bohr ra.diu~~. Cons~·qu<'ntly, \\'(' denol<' ID10 >= ID >. 

In what follows, we consider this pionium ground statc• d<'cay. The ;r;r-inl<'raction of the 

type [1--:l] including the ckpcndeuce on tlw pion momenta !wing put to m;e in our further 

ca.kulations, the finite pion siw_ r0 Pntc•rg<'s!o'mm<· into the pict.un·. which we· allow for 

in du<' course replacing ( 12) by- t.lw <'lectrostatic potent.i.a.l lwt\\'<'e'n two homogeneously 

charged spherPs, :; being t.lw distatH'e l)('tW!'en their cent.!'rs, the e•xplicit e•xJHes~ion for 

which, a bit long; is set. out in Hef:. [:14 The niagtiitude of the· quautity r0 itself has he<'n 

estimated in some theoretical and <'Xp<'rimenta] investigations [3:1, :II]~ wll<'rc'by \\'(' ha\'<' 

adopted 1·0 = 0.6.fm as r<'alistic. It might.. be well to not.e t.bat the cakulat ions with the 

general ir-ed, but y<'t instant.a.m·ous pote-ntial accounting for t.ll!'- n·lativist ic (·orrcct ious np 

t.o (1/c2 )-order (tbe kind of the Breit. potential [27,:1flj) wonld not prm·ide tlw additional 

di!licultics of pi·inciple. .. 
. In our present caknlat.ion, the• ;r;r-int.eraction inducing tlw ;r+;r- --> :2;r11 transition is 

spei:ified by the w<'lll~nown Weiuberg lagrangia;1 

L\,(;r) = -,(
2

;,)2[iJ,,1r(.r)iJI'1r(.r) -111:1 2(~(.1W]1r,(.r) (II) 

1r .. 

~. 
7r 
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elaborated and scrutinized in Refs. [1-3]. Here J~ = 92.4Me\f [31]-'The dependence 

of the results of calculations on the parameters {3,fn in the term violating the chiral 

symmetry will be discussed in the last Section. 

Let us recall that the validity of the lagr.:.ugian (14) has been inferred from processing 

the experimental data on the N 1r -+ N 1r1r reaction, see Refs. [8-11], at lea.~t for not very 

high pion energies. 

The difference of the masses of a charged'pion, m = 139 .. 57!\feV, and a neutral one, 

mo = 134.98MeV, ~m = m- m 0 = 4 .. 59MeV .being greater than the pionium binding 

energy E:, the initial 7r+7r- bound state ID > transition into the final two 1r0 state turns 
' .. . .. 

out to be possible via the processes presented by (3, 14). All the effective interactions 

between the pion (charged and neutral) and the pionium fields are described by the total 

interaction lagrangian 

Ctot = Cv + £~,, (15) 

which determines eventually the pionium lifetime T. 

. 4. Pionium decay amplitude 

The matrix element 

S~o~ov =< 7l'o7roiSI'P > (16) 

of the S-matrix dictated by the lagrangian (15) determines the initial pionium state ID > 

decay into two final 1r0 . To the first order in £~~ (14), the S-matrix element (16) takes 

the form (see, for instance, [27, 28]) 

I. J J·.J.J4 o~" .. •. 
S~o~ov =- dR dz · dt d x < 1r 7r IT[.Cv(R,z, t) · .C~~(x)]ID >~ 

iNS 
= Zf~ )2 

2 
~ j dR j dz j dt j d4 xU(z)tP.\(z){2,Bm.2- (t:1t:2 - p 1p 2) + 8x,.8~} x 

x~(R+ z/2- x,t- xo). D(R- z/2- x,t- xo). e-itE,+iPR. eixo(•,+•>)-ix(p,+P>l, (17) 

11'0 

ID> 

11'0 

8 
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l 

. /J) I -
\ ' \ ,, 

' ·, 

where f is the usual time-ordering operator and t:1,2, p 1,2 denote the energies ~d 

momenta of the final. 1r?. Certainly, when necessary, the high- £,.-order contributions 

in (16) could be all~wed for in the usual way. These terms, if calculated, would re~der, 

in particular, the effect of strong 1r1r-interaction on the pionium state. ,In the course of 

our today's calculations, we restrict ourselves by accounting for the first £"~-order. .. If 

anything, it may be ~ell to recall that th~ analysis of the N1r-+N1r1r reactionwas carr~ed 

out in Refs. [8-11], as a matter of fact, in the same.first order in £"".approximation. For· 

the ground state pionium decay at rest, the relations hold 

P = 0,., EnP ~ E ~ 2m + E:, E:1 = E:2 = E:o = E /2, 

PI~ -p2, IP1f= IPol =Po= V(E/2)2 . ..:... m( 

and the Eq. ( 17) is reduced as follows 

s;o"ov = i(27r)4 . T.ro>ro'D. o(pi + P2)8(E:2 + E:I- E)' 

. 1' 
T"""ov = 8N _ j · , 

. (27r)4 (2f~ )2 Ev'ZE dz·U(z)·tf;(z) x 

. . z,B - 2 + 2 E2j2 + · 2 2 E 

J 
d4 - m mo - qo - q - qo - -izq · · · 

x q[q~- q2- m2 + iO)· [(E- qo)2 -q2- m~ +iO( e '-. · .. 

(18) 

(19) 

It is noteworthy that the quantiti~s q2, q6 emerge in the nominator ,in (19) due to. the 

term 

(8,.11'· 8~11')(11'? 

in the 7r7r-interaction (14), thisfact substantially affected the-integrand beha~iour in (19), 

especially at extremely large q values~· Integrating over dq0 and over the directions of the 

vectors q and z having been carried out, the Eq: (19) reduces to . . 
.-r _ -i8N · laoo q-dq · · b · "" ·· 

7r(2/~)2Ev'2E 
0 

w(q) '[1 - q2 + c2J·fo dz~U(z)·z·tf;(~)·sin(qz), .11ro1rov- . _ (20) 

where the folloy .. ing notations a~e introduced: . 

w(q)=Vq2 +m2 , c2 =m2 -(E/2)2
, b=(-2,Bm.2+m~+m~-E2 )/2 . 

It is not difficult ot realize that the behaviour of the integrand in (20) ·at 1a:rge mo~enta, 
q -+ oo, arid s~bsequently the convergence of the integral in (20) itself are governed by 

the behaviour of the quantity zU(z)tf;(z)sin(qz) when the z value tends. to zero, z'-+ 0. 
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There is to calculate the contributions arising from two terms in brackets in the integrand 

(20): from "unit", 1, and from bf(q2 + c2
). First, we take'up integrating the term with 

"unit" and then set'out the integral with the quantity bf(q2 + c2 ). 

Not hard thing is to become convinced that the integral in' (20) with "unit" in brack

ets would diverge logariphmically, if the pure point-like Coulomb values (12), (1:3) were 

adopted for the quantities U(z),1P(z) in (20) .. This divergency emerges· because a piou 

size is neglected. To remove this puzzling, but spurious contradiction we allow for the 

finite pion size r 0 , r0 a ~ r0m ~ 1 in the c<;nirse of calculating this integral, U(z) being 

the electrostatic potential between two homogeneously charged spheres of the radius r 0 

[32], as discussed already after Eq. (13). Then, on integrating over dq, the integral in 

(20) originating due to the "unit" in brackets transforms to (see Ref. [36]) 

100 d '· -
- dz · zU(z)'!jJ(z)-d K0 (mz) = -zU(z)'¢(z)K0 (mz)l + 

0 z 0 

r2ro d 
Jo dzK0 (mz)'¢(zJ d)zU(z)] + 

l oo . d 12ro d 
a dzK0 (mz)-d 1/>(z) + dzK0 (mz)zU(z)-d 1/>(z), 

2r0 ~ Z 0 Z 
(21) 

where K 0 (z) is the Mackdonald's cylindrical function (see [36]). The first term in the 

righthand side (21) vanishes due to 1/J(z) ~ e-az/2 --+ 0 when z--+ oo, and it disappears at 

z = 0 owing to zU(z) = 0 at z·= 0 because, in 'turn, the 'potential U(z) has got at z = 0 

a finite value U(O) for the charged particles of the finite size, in particular, for the afore 

adopted potential of the homogeneously charged spheres U(O) = -6a/(5r0 ). Further, 

in our treatment, we are on the point to carry out all the calculations in the lowest 

a-order. All the expression (20) (as well as (21)) is proportional to avfa3' due to the 

a-dependence of the functions U, '¢. Calculating the integrals in (20), (21 ), we retain only 

the terms which besides this l;'cdependence are inversely proportional to a, ~ l/a,.and 

a-independe~t. Even so, we retain only the terms "'ln(ro) in the asymptotic expansion 

in r 0 , but drop out the terms ~ rg, n :0:: L Cm;sequently, the second and third integrals 

in the righthand side in (21) are realized to be neglected. Indeed, at z :0:: 2r0 in the 

second integral, the function 1/J(z) behaves like (13), ~ e-za'/2 , the quantity a' being of 

the same order in a as a, a'~ a = ma (see, for instance, Refs. [32, 37])'. Then, we have 

got d'!jJ(z)fdz ~ am'ljJ(z)/2, and, subsequently, this integral gets thl" additional factor 

. of a and can be dropped out. Then, siuce the function 1/J(z) in the third integral in 

the_righthand side of (21), i.e. for z :<; 2r0 ~ 2/a, varies smoothly (~cc, for iustance, 

10 

fiefs. [32, :37]f. 1/•(:::) ~ 1/'(0)(l +:::a:'),, wh<'re a"'is; of the same order as a, the derivative 

dt/•(:::)fd::: ~ 1/•(0)·a, so the whole iuti~gral n),iws out, to be~ ar0 at/•(O) and can be omitted 
F ' ' \ ' " • ', 0 .:, '-' \'' ', ,'· ' .' 

as well. Tlms, eventually. thert•'is to calculate the first integral in' the righthand side of 

(21) . .Its upper.limit turned out to lw,2r0 because t[U(z):::] = 0 at·::: :0:: 2r0 , U(:::) being 

the poiut-like Coulomb potential -o/z.when z :0:: 21·0 • For these z values. the relations 

,·ua ~ I, 1·0 m ~ I being valid, the i·eplacemeuts hold true 

~'·(:::) = t'-(0). /\'u(mz) = ...:.zn(rn:::/2)- C (22) 

with an accuracy up to ord(•r ~ r11 rt. ~ ,"olll. llere C ~ 0.5fT is the Eulcr.~onstant (see 

[:lG]). Tlwn. witl! regard to. the approximation (22). th<' first intq~ral in the righthand 

sidP in (21) is calculated straightJorward, aud tlw whole expression (21) results in 

4•(0)[o(/1i(ml·o) +C)+(!], (! = Lro d;li(::). (2:l) 

TIH' quantity u is calculated a(Tording to n..r. [:l2] which gi\'es (• ~ -o·(:l/2). 
• • < ' :) '. 

While treating the int.Pgral with the· term bf(c2 .+ q2 ) within brackets in (20). the 
' ·,· ,,;. .: ' I ' ' ,'' 

presenc;e of an additional q2 i.n the denominator provide~ this integral con\'ergence e\'en 
" . . ' (., '" 

without allowance for the• finite pion sir.e 1·0 • This does mean to say th<' a~~·mptotir 

expanding this integral in r 0 begins with the term ~ r 0 which is heyond our today's 

accuracy, as prcsnmed above. Then, with'the Eqs. (12, I:l) being aclopte·cl. this integral 

in the lowest a-order transforms as follows: 

[f; 1
oo, •·. dq: c/ - , [f;''' b ;r, . 

ba · = --[- -o] 
o (a2 +(a/2)2 )(a2 +c2 \w(n) ~71'111 2 ' ' (21) 

After all, with allowance for the results (2;!, 2•1), the transition amplit.udt• (20) takes tlw 

form 

T1fo1to'D = iSN • [f;3 b 1r · · · · · . ' · 
--= · - · [-_. (-- o) + n(ln(mr0 ) + (') + l']. 

7r(2f~)2E./iE 81r m 2 2 _ .. · (25) 

. . ' -
The normalization factor N, residing in tht• Eqs.' (~. 17 - 20, 25) is to Ill' dt·l<'nnin<'<l 

by equating th~ energy E of tl!C' staJp IV> of pionimn a~t. rc;~t. ftnd the <'XJl<',<'l<.•t,ion .\·ahu· 

in thP IV >-state of the operator of the fm-componcnt of t'll·t·rgy-ll!ollu:nt tnn t t'IIS<'r ·~fa 
' • • ' I '~· ,. ' 

chargPd (complex) pion fiel~l: 

R =<VI 'i'(T'"'Sp)ID>. 
too((o, {) = -[u~-w . a~+(() + iJ~r_-(0 . iJ~r_+w + 111 2;r-(£)rr+(t)). 

d(u il(u ae i){ 
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where the Sv-matrix is dictated by the lagrangian (:1), so that 

·. E =-~<VI i'['T~0 (~o.~) j dy1dy2dlCv(YI,Y2,t) j dyjdyidl'iv(Yi·Yi,l')JIV >, (28) 

and,. for clarity's sake, 

<VI 

worth being displayed by the usual diagram 
D 

IV> 

D·' 

:where the blob stands for· the T00 operator. The values (12,13), asserted for the 

point-like pion, being adopted, the straightforwar_d calculation of (28) results in 

E = 2a2./lf2a3 {"" dq·q2 E2 + 4w2(q) , 

E1r lo w(q) (q2 + (a/2)2)2 · (4w2(q)- E2) 
(29) 

which apparently shows up no divergency when integrating over dq which is due to the 

integrand steep enough decrease at q -> c::o on account, in tu.rn, of the high power of q 

in the denominator of (29). When evaluating (29), ,;.e are to retain o~ly the terms ~f the 

low~st a-order: the a-independent terms and terms ~ ~ .(if they would have appeared), 

o~itting the terms ~an, n > 1. Then, Eq. (29) reduces to 

./1(
2 

./1(2 =4m3 · E= Em' (30) 

If anything, for verification's sake, the /If value can be obtained by equating the expecta

tion value of the particle number operator (related to zeroth component of charged pion 

field current) 

A "' + + N = L.Ja pap+ bpbPJ 
p 

(s~e Eqs. (.5)) in the pionium state IV> and the number of pions N = 2, that is from 

the equation 

< Vli'(NSv)IV >= 2. 

All the calculations having been carried out in due course, we arrive at the same /If value 

(30). Let us take cognizance of the fact that the righthand side in Eqs. (27- 29) proves to 

have got no terms~ a, its expansion in a starting with a term~ a 2. Evidently, it must 

b<: just so, because the quantity E = 2m - ma2 /4 in the lefthand side does not include 

terms~ a. 
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5. The results of the pionium .life-time calculation and 

concluding remarks 

Thus, we have at our disposal the expression (25) for the transition amplitude with 
. -, '. ,. •,' ,. 

/If defined by Eq. (30). Then, we acquire in the usual way (see, for instance, Ref. [27]) 
•• ' ••.• ' [! - : ,. • ' 

the total probability W of pionium conversion into two 1r0 , that i~,the inve;se pio~lum 

lifetime r 
3 ~ -

W =.!, = a ·po·m
3
·b 11 _ 4a(1 - U/a+ ln~mr0) +C)], 

T (2f, )4 27r2 E2 7r b (31) 

where b = [-2P·(m/m)2 + (m0 /m) 2 
- 3]/2 and all other qu~~ities ha~e been set forth 

above. 

Let us now inquire into how the T value (31) dependson.the m,jJ.values which reside 

in the chiral symmetry violating term in the lagrangian (14). ~.Let first~:Y. m ;= m0 , then 

we gain for the P values P = 1/2, jJ = 1/3, P = 1/4 asserted in Refs. [1-3]: 

Tmo,I/2 = 4.95·10-15sec, Tmo,l/3 = 6.18·10:-15sec, Tmo,l/4 = 6.90·10-15sec. 
l .. 1,! ,-::.- -.:·· - ·.,.• 

Thus, the dependence ofr on pis 'thought to be sizeable; the deviatjons 'of these T values 

from each oth~; amounting to ~ 15%. On the other hand, if we adopt m = m instead of 
. ; '",t • ;,:' ' : I 

m = m0 , we shall have got 

, Tm,1i2 = 4.71·10-15sec, · 
' ,, ,; ~ 'd 

which deviates from Tmo,t/2 by. about 5%. Let.us also note that, the sec~nd term ,within 

the brackets in (31) amounts to~ 2% to ~he whole W value. , . , . 
' ' • . ' : :-, ~ - ' , ' ,· . . :~;'I ~ ~ " ;:, . t -, ' 

Our result is thought to be not contradicting to the nowaday estimation r = 

2.9~f.'1 ·10- 15sec set out in Ref. '[17]. It might be instructive t~ recall th~t the. ~esults 
of T calculation obtained in the previous inv~stigations, surveyed in Section 2, appear 

to be somewhat smaller as. compared to ours. For instance, the valuer.= 2.'i2·10-15sec 

has been asserted in Ref. [21] and T = 3.2;10-15sec in Ref.· [23]. ·Especially, it is to 

stress th~t the eq. (1) with the ai values from Refs. [1~3] cor~esponding to the very 7r7r

interaction (14) gives T(W) = 3.1-'10-15sec instead of our values>~.1/2 =;= 4.71·10-1~sec, or 
' ,.. ~ . ' . . " ' 

Tmo,t/2 = 4.95-10-15sec. 

The investigation. carried out makes us reaJize that the' pi onium lifetime (as well as 

its other properties) does depend crucially on the fo~m of the genuine 1r1r~interaction, but 

not much simply just on the free pions scattering lengths only. Thus, the pionium decay 

as being due to the most plausible concise Weinberg lagrangian (14) having been studied, 
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the investigations pursuing other· preseri.t-day trustworthy inr-interactiondescriptions arc 

very desirable and instructive. If the consistent .r calculation in the framework of a certain 

method of the 1r1r-interaction description (see, for instance Refs. [4, 5, 12]) is carried out 

~nd, subsequently, its result is confronted to 'the experimental r value, the va.lidity of this 

m~thod will com~ to light. In the cou;se-of our rd;ther pi onium lifetime stud~ing, we a~e 
'on the point of inquiring into the va~ious 71"71"-interaction'~epresentations. 
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EyrmTl!H r.r. 
JicCJie)lOBlU!He nepeXO)la CIDI3aHHOfO (1t+ -1t-) COCTOl!HIIll B )lBa rt 

B npeilCTaRIIeuuoii pa6oTe 113)"1aeTcll pacna)l mtOHII)'Ma, T.e. 1 

1t0, npl!'leM 1t1t-B3aiiMO)leHCTBI!e, BLI3LIBaiOIItee 3TOT nepeXO)l, Olll! 
llpll llpOBe)leHI!ll paC'!eTOB C TaKIIM 1t1t-JJarpaHlKI!aHOM 0Ka3LIB: 
1t-Me30Ha r0, II 3Ta BeJJII'Il!Ha BXO)ll!T B KOHe'IHLIH pe3yJJLTaT. 

(1t+1t-) CIICTeMa o6yCJIORIIeHa MntOBeHHLIM KYJJOHOBCKI!M B3aHM( - ) llOCJie)lOBaTeJJLHO HepeJJl!TliBliCTCKII, )tJUI '!ero l!CllOJIL3yeTCll ypaBI 
pac'!eTOB yJleplKI!BaiDTCll · 'IJJeHLI Hll3mero nopll)lKa no noCTollu 
......, In ( r0). MoJKHO noJJar:iTL, 'ITO Hall)leuuoe speMll JKII3Hll nno 

6yJ1YIIti~M aKcnepnMeHTaJJLHLIM pe3yJJLTaTOM. BLiliCHl!eTCll 3asncn 
tlJeKTIIBHOIU JJarpaHlKIIaHa. llpOBe)leHHOe liCCJie)lOBaHlle y6elK)lae 
IICTIIHHOfO 1t1t-B3aliMO)leHCTBIIll onpe)leJJlleT BpeMll lKII3Hl! . lliiOHI 
paccel!Hl!ll. licCJie)loBaune pacna)la nnoun)'Ma )laeT B03MOJKHOCTL s 
onncaunfi 1t1t-B3aHMO)leHCTBI!ll. 

Pa6om BLiilOJJHeHa B Jia6opaTOpnn ueiiTPOHHofi ¢mnKn nM. 

llpenpiiHT 06De)IIIHCHHOI'O IIHCTIIT)'Ta l!JlepHLIX HCCJI 

Bunatian G.G. 

Inquiry for the Conversion of the (1t+ -1t-) Bound State into Twc 

In the work presented, the decay of the pionium, that is t 
is studied, the 1t7t-interaction causing this transition being des< 
lagrangian. The calculation with such a 1t1t-lagrangian being cani 

to be allowed for, and this qu~tity occurs in the final result_. The be 
to be due to the instantaneous Coulomb interaction and is tn 

'the Bethe-Solpeter equation being utilized. When calculating; the 
structure constant a~and the terms ......, In ( r0) are retained. The ol 

to be compatible with the conceivable future experimental d: 
on the effective lagrangian parameters is vizualized. The investiga 
just the complete form of the genuine 1t1t-interaction that determin 
simply the n:n: scattering iengths. The inquiry into pionium deca: 
of the various 1m-interaction descriptions. 

The investigation has been performed at the Frank Laborato 
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